Enviroearth is an engineering and consulting company that
supports low carbon transition initiatives by providing the public
and private players with custom-made, practical and innovative
solutions. Thanks to their onsite experience gained over the
years even in the most remote and isolated corners of the
world, our engineers advice and support scientific institutions,
rural communities, industries and mines... from the design to
implementation of environmental monitoring systems and in the
deployment of renewable energy on isolated sites.
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OUR SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMITMENTS

Aware of its exemplary role in the promotion of sustainable development regarding its
daily activities and its direct contribution to environmental protection, Enviroearth is
strongly attached to CSR values. The latter actually lie at the heart of our corporate’s
operations, strategy and business model. In fact, the mission of Enviroearth is to
support its customers – International organisations, communities, businesses, public
bodies, institutions, associations - to develop tools and methods to better understand
the challenges and drivers of actions against certain environmental externalities. In this
respect, and in a view of consistency between words and deeds, our company strives
to implement a responsible approach internally first, but also in the context of support
missions we perform alongside our clients. It is the objective of this paper to present this
responsible approach, actions and commitments of our society to work in line everyday.
Olivier DECHERF, Founder and Managing Director

CSR & SD: CORE VALUES AT ENVIROEARTH
The importance of ethics and values
As professionals in our fields of activities, our company is completely independent and cares to work ethically. We advocate
strong values that translate at several levels:
• Adaptability, Agility, Reactivity: A competent consultant / engineer must above all be able to listen carefully. Used to work
with various type of customers and in developed or emerging countries, at Enviroearth, we are attached to the first phase of
discussions and exchanges in order to define precisely the needs, expectations and constraints of our clients.
• Expertise, Professionalism, Quality: Performing rigorous work to ensure permanent quality is our priority. In a pragmatic
sense, we anticipate potential risks and breaks to better guide our clients throughout the realization of projects.
• Respect, Listen, Trust: We pay special attention to our customers and suppliers while remaining available and therefore
build strong and reliable partnerships. Close relationships are also reflected in our team where constant concern for the welfare
of our employees a friendly atmosphere prevail.
A historical approach of environmental sustainability and social responsability
Enviroearth has embarked on a proactive approach to CSR/SD, integrating these issues to business activities and internal
organisation. In fact, this approach was initiated in 2008 with the completion of the first carbon footprint (Bilan Carbone®)
associated with our operations. It was then formalized in 2011 through a Sustainable Development Charter, which has been
evolving every year.
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GOVERNANCE & INTERNAL STRATEGIES
Governance

Enviroearth is committed to conducting its study and advisory activities in transparent
and totally independent way, according to clear and shared ethical principles. Based on a
collaborative management, the strategic directions of the company’s activities are discussed
openly between all employees at annual meetings during which employees are encouraged
to participate actively. The decentralised approach of daily management process enables
employees to be directly involved in the several decision processes and contribute to the
implementation of company commitments, including CSR/SD issues. Thus, and particularly
concerning its international activities, Enviroearth is strongly attached to the first principle
of the Global Compact, namely “Businesses should fight against corruption in all its forms,
including extortion and bribery”.

Human Rights and Recruitment Policy

Enviroearth is totally committed to combatting human rights abuses, especially all forms of forced
and compulsory labour. Transparent and fair labour conditions will actually be a main point in our
“Ethical Code of Conduct” for suppliers – which is under elaboration. No discrimination of any
kind is practiced in hiring, in respect of employment and occupation. Furthermore, despite the
medium size of the company, culture of diversity is practiced internally (age, gender, training):
people with a wide variety of skills and areas of studies collaborate at Enviroearth, from network or
energy engineering to political science, business administration and economics. Our recruitment
policy prioritises the hiring of workers under permanent contracts – over 90% of our associates –
and grant them, according to their diploma and experience, the executive status. The company
does not appeal to recruiting freelance or independent actors outside specific expertise required
on some projects. In 2014, this represents less than 3% of the turnover of the company. The
company is also mobilized for youth employment in France, since 50% of interns are offered
a position at the end of their internship. For its international projects, Enviroearth relies on the
support of local experts – in Brazil and Morocco – and International volunteer interns, giving
each year a chance to graduates to gain a global experience while improving their skills by being
involved in challenging projects. So far, interns have been evolving all over the world in countries
such as Brazil, UK, Turkey, Tristan Du Cunha and Madagascar.

Health, Safety and Wellbeing at the workplace

The sharing of value is part of the financial redistribution process at Enviroearth. Anticipating
an obligation appeared in France on 1st of July 2014, a health care insurance proposed to each
collaborator by the company was established in 2010 to contribute to the cost of health care.
In addition a supportive personal insurance is subscribed for each collaborators who are travelling in France or worldwide dealing with all situations. This insurance is also a solution for the
prevention and international risk management (health hazards, natural, safe and policies).
A profit sharing agreement based on the annual operating profit, backed by a savings plan, was also introduced in 2011,
raising by an average of 5% the annual premium amount. With attractive wages compare to the average compensation for
French engineers - and attractive merit payments, Enviroearth pays special attention to the living conditions and wellbeing of
its employees.
Working conditions are flexible and tailored to specific constraints of employees. Telecommuting is an authorized practice
within Enviroearth that enables employees to balance work and personal life. Since 2011, Enviroearth has converted to a
secure «cloud computing» system for centralized management of servers and ERP - Enterprise Resource Planning- and
which has improved significantly the data sharing, and the secured data backup activity. This system has helped strengthen
both the legitimacy of teleworking and the links between employees which can be based in different office locations even
abroad. Also facilitating access to the data anywhere the secured cloud data sharing system is also contributing to the efficient
remote project management as part of our activity is providing installation and maintenance of renewable energy units or
scientific monitoring sites worldwide.
Good professional integration and satisfying career development are part of the main focuses at Enviroearth. For one thing,
business unit managers and colleagues concentrate on the constant training of the interns while giving stimulating duties
and responsibilities. For another, many opportunities such as professional mobility and training are offered to employees.
Skills development relies on external training for the acquisition of new technical skills and in-house training to ensure smooth
transmission of knowledge and systematic doubling expertise through trade.
Finally, and more generally, we are concerned about the friendliness between employees and help each one of them feel
comfortable at work. Teambuilding sessions and special plenary meetings are organized to cultivate the family atmosphere
that prevails at Enviroearth.
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ENVIRONMENT: REDUCING OUR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT / SD
Responsible Purchasing

Enviroearth only uses paper from sustainably certified by the FSC labels or PCEF managed
forests. These certifications guarantee that the paper used comes from sustainably managed
forests that meet the resource. In parallel, as we highly encourage the digital communication
internally and with our clients and suppliers, then reducing printing of documents. Office supplies
orders are grouped level agencies and their frequency was reduced to limit the number of
deliveries and optimize content. Since several years we also prioritize office purchase to centre
of disabled workers.
Regarding the payment practice of our equipment suppliers or external services we are paying within a 30 days payment
terms or according fair contract/MOU that we have preliminary signed with our partners indicating that final payment terms
is similar to the one received from the final client.
Used to work in developing countries with small civil works companies, we also encourage them to accept the elaboration
of a detailed contract - all have not this type of practise originally- where we attach importance in defining the limit of each
task and offering a significantly fair partial advance payment term to support their investment and motivation in the project.
The good financial practices and health of the company is translated by the Credit Rating edited by Bank de France
(who is the relevant Banking notation institution in France). Our current notation is G3++.(G is for the ranking of the size of
the business (From 1.5 to 7M€ turnover)/ 3++ is the highest rate available: “excellent” to honour it’s financial engagement)
In general, the rating assigned by the Banque of France aims to express by a synthetic way the credit risk presented by a
company. It expresses its ability to meet all its financial commitments over a period of 3 years.

Internal eco-responsability Mobilization

Employees strictly use clean company powered vehicle - mainly hybrid model -, whether owned or leased, and rely more
and more on car-pooling and soft modes such as the bicycle to commute when they are based in an urban office (see
indicators below). In addition, the company is equipped with audio and video material to allow teleconferencing, therefore
limiting physical travels.
Carbon offset: Enviroearth signed in 2010 a partnership agreement with the NGO the GERES - Group for Renewable
Energy, Environment and Solidarity- and adhered to their CO2 Solidair program to offset its incompressible GHG emissions
from international business travels. The GERES leads low-carbon development projects to generate emission credits. The
partnership consists of providing funds to develop passive solar buildings in the Indian Himalayas (http://www.geres.eu/en/).
Employees limit the printouts and favour the default black and white prints recto / verso format or booklet to reduce the
consumption of leaves. The duplex impressions are retrieved to serve as draft. Waste management is also part of the
everyday lives of employees since recycling systems have been set up in all offices.
Last but not least, Enviroearth has created its Sustainable Development Code of Conduct: the company applies to its own
organization the corporate responsibility advices it provides to its clients.
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Quality Management Policy

The installation of a quality step within the company’s answers and processes embodies a double requirement:
- Granting customers with legitimate insurance concerning the services that it remunerates;
- Controlling the various stages of the projects, from scientific data monitoring to technical assistance.
The intervention of our experts is thus structured to achieve three broad goals of results: professional expertise, respect
of the deadlines, and quality of the service. Quality will thus be consisted by the answers brought to these objectives and
in particular the optimum resulting from the joint taking into account of these various components. In addition, the project
manager utilizes official software for planning time and budget.
Enviroearth’s engagement of quality is based on 4 points:
- Experienced and flexible manpower,
- Technical resources,
- Methodology, organization and integration of dedicated software for professional
management and follow up, especially during on-site interventions and meeting
preparations,
- Procedures and controls.

Also, project managers guarantee their availability to carry out all projects within the time limits and their engagement until the
total satisfaction of the customer. In return, they await true partnership and the respect of the contractual expiries, in particular
in the validation of the tasks on site and related reporting or documents transmitted and the supply of necessary information
to achieve their task.
The overall quality management process at Enviroearth is in line with the CSR and Supplier Relations Charter – currently under
way – which main goal is to guarantee transparent relations and actions.

Quality & Conformity Certificate: Work with a recognized quality
certification: OPQIBI

The commitment to quality is formalized each year at Enviroearth with the renewal
OPQIBI certification, an independent engineering qualification body which purpose is to
acknowledge the skills and professional approach of engineering services companies
and ensure the quality and safety for public and private buyers for selecting appropriate
providers.
Three criteria are required to obtain this qualification:
- Criteria “identification” - legal, administrative criteria, legal and financial -: it ensures the continuity of the structure and its ability
to contract,
- Criteria “means”: transparency on the qualification(s) requested, skills and experience of the technical staff of the postulant
structure on the basis of their curriculum vitae, any diplomas, training certificate;
- Criteria “references”: based on the presentation of 3 references compliance with principles such dating of less than 4 years,
being attested by outsources or clients with which the postulant structure has no predominant link - type of capital link for
example – and accompanied by corresponding contracts or CTTP – or extracts -.

Encourage the development and diffusion of low carbon technologies

Facing major technological, social, economic and environmental changes, cities strive
to become more resilient. Enviroearth launched in July 2015 the brand Envirocity®
to respond to the growing demand of sustainable cities and responsible companies
by offering integrated solutions to considerably reduce the carbon impact of
development and urban projects. Our teams provide tailored advice, identify lowcarbon technologies and best suited for utilities - water, energy and environment- and
provide installation services and overall project management. First, this innovative
approach promotes unique know-how and eco-technologies designed by experts
that deserve to be recognized on the international scale. Its all-in-one solution
also combines consulting and onsite engineering expertise for an integral project
guidance and management,- supply and installation of technologies, maintenance
and training- accompanying responsible businesses and territories in their energy
and environmental transitions.
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NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL INVOLVMENTS
Compliance with the Global Compact France

Yearning to advocate and spread its core values at national and international scales, Enviroearth is currently finalising its
commitments to the Global Compact France as the administrative procedures are currently underway.

Involvement in dynamic professional networks
Club ADEME International: Ademe is the National French Energy and Environment agency; Ademe
Established in 1997, a national network brings together more than 100 eco-French companies to
develop the export of goods and services in the markets of the environment and energy. It offers
a comprehensive range of expertise and technologies to promote sustainable development. Olivier
Decherf, CEO of Enviroearth, is currently the elected President of Club ADEME International. This
year the Club is particularly active in the preparation of the COP21; For more information: www.
clubinternational.ademe.fr
Ea eco-enterprises: Enviroearth is member and sits on the board of this regional association based in
Provence (southeast of France). Labelled PRIDES PACA (means supported by the Regional council of
PACA Region), Ea eco-business is a network of over 120 member companies, research laboratories
and training centers working on the themes of environment and sustainable development. Olivier
Decherf is Vice President of this association since end of 2012 particularly in charge to encourage
small and medium size eco enterprises to export and share their Mediterranean know-how with the
Mena and Africa Sub-Saharan countries. For more information: www.ea-ecoentreprises.com

International Commitment

Enviroearth is an SME that can be distinguished by the strength and breadth of its international
activities, In particular, the company attaches importance to North-South consideration of
issues, basically through the support of communities and French actors in cooperation with
actors from developing countries such as Brazil, Vietnam, Morocco, Ivory Coast, Madagascar.

Enviroearth is regularly financing an association “Credit Mines” who has been developed by students
of the Engineering School of Mines of Saint Etienne (France) and who is promoting microloans in
TOGO with nice result over the last two years. These credits are granted to local developers of activity
contributing to create micro enterprises and sustainable employment.

Tristan Da Cunha: a historical example of Local Community

Since 2006 Enviroearth is present on Tristan Da Cunha island with one engineer and
a local team in the framework of its technical engineering activities; Enviroearth works
there on behalf of the United Nations (UN), in the context of missions related to the treaty
banning nuclear tests. The team conducts a parallel volunteer activity solidarity on the
remotest inhabited island worldwide, accompanying responsible approaches on the
island: French courses to children, awareness sorting of waste, technical studies
for the introduction of renewable energy on the Island, etc. Due to its permanent
presence and the ties with the population and local government, the company is now
part of this small and specific community of 270 inhabitants. Moreover, it accompanies
the government in its objective to achieve 40% renewable energy on the island in 2020
by implementing pilote schemes. Thus, the company in close cooperation with the local
Administration and the Tristaneses installed in April 2015 a solar experimental farm and
solar water heaters as part of the first energy saving project on the island. http://www.
tristandc.com/renewableenergy.php
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INDICATORS
To monitor on the medium and long terms the activities of the company in connection with the commitments set out above,
we have developed a set of quantitative indicators that enable our partners to assess the link between our commitments
and achievements, purposes and actions. Specific monitoring of greenhouse gas emissions has been established. Following
a first comprehensive balance achieved in the current year 2008 (On 2007 activity data), we carry out each year updating
and monitoring of the balance sheet. This update allows us to appreciate the evolution our activities’ impacts, including
incompressible emissions from our travels which represent between 70 and 80% of emissions from our operations. We present
below the major indicators in place.

Business Travel

Since 2010, kilometres travelled by the whole team
Enviroconsult stabilize around 600,000 km per year. In 2014
however, 839,000km have been travelled: almost 75% of
kilometres travelled are made by plane for long-distance trips
in the context of export and missions in remote locations. In
France, 90% of trips are made by train in 2014.

Commuting

The profile of commuting is very different between the two
agencies. The agency located at Saint-Cannat near Aix-enProvence has poor public transport services, which translates
into a share of almost 90% of trips made in VP but with an
increase of 30% in car sharing between 2014 and 2015.
Concerning the agency at Lyon, which has known a strong
staff growth since 2009, most employees use soft modes
(bike: 57,8%) or public transport (42,2%) for commuting.

Assessment of GHG emissions

Following a first results of GHG emissions in 2008,
Enviroconsult has established a monitoring of key emission
components, namely: IT hardware and travels - professional
and commuting-. Purchases and energy consumption are
not subjected to comprehensive monitoring insofar as they
are not considered significant in terms of carbon emissions.
In 2014, total emissions generated by activities Enviroearth
are 81 TeqCO2, up on about 68 in 2012. This is due to the
increase over the last 3 years of projects abroad like in Costa
Ivory, Madagascar, Mongolia, Turkey, …
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